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INTRODUCTION

PRESENTATION

Please take the time to read this instruction manual thoroughly and
follow the procedures. This will
help increase the life of your injector.
Certain precautions, which
are marked with this symbol:
need to be read carefully.
The injector is packaged with the following
items (figure 1)
Dosmatic injector (not shown)
Dosage piston (A)*
1-Viton O-ring (B)*
1 lower end seal( C) *
SS Weight Nut (D) *
Outer Injection Hose Assy. (E) *
Solution filter (F) *
Suction hose 5 ft. (G) *
2-Hose Clamps (H) *
Included w/T100 Shipments
4-Neoprene rubber isolators
8-10mm 1.5 stainless steel locknuts
4-10mm stainless steel flat washers
Included in USA shipments:T100/T200
2-Flange gasket, Kevlar
2-Flange,2” NPT, 150 psi,steel
8-bolt, 5/8”-11 x 3.1” long
16-Washer,5/8”,flat SAE
8-5/8”-11 locknut
Included for T200 Shipments:
1 left, 1 right vert bracket
1L,1R Horiz bracket
8-3/8” x 16 unc x 1” bolts
8-3/8” x 16 unc nuts
8-3/8” Lock washers
4-3/8” Flatwashers
* indicates double qty if dual injector.
Note: Overseas shipments do not include
flanges. Steel flanges as well as gaskets
and hardware can be purchased & installed
onto holes provided.

PARTS PACKAGED WITH INJECTOR
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Fig. 1

INSTALLATION
Before using your T100 Hybrid or
T200 Hybrid, install the injection
hose(s). There will be one hose if
using a single injector and two for a
dual injector.
SEE FIGURE 12 FOR OUTER
HOSE LOCATIONS.
One hose per injection head.
Plugs provided for single head
injectors
Loosen hose clamps and apply
Teflon tape to install hose fittings
easier. It is not necessary to remove the hose from the fittings.

WARNING NOT FOR HUMAN
CONSUMPTION
Remove the red caps at the inlet
and outlet openings, as well as at
the suction tube fitting (figure 4).
Save the red caps; you can use them
later when you store your Hybrid
injector.
Using Appropriate Tools During
Installation
When you install your Hybrid Injector into the water line, you will
need the following tools & supplies:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pipe Cutters
Pipe Wrench
PVC glue and primer
Teflon tape
2-Adjustable wrench
13mm wrench
5/8 wrench (USA only)

Fig. 4
4

INSTALLATION
Finding a location for your Hybrid injector
Refer to Figures 5 & 6
You can place your Hybrid injector anywhere in a cold water line. Select a location
that provides a safe and accessible place for
the solution container, and adequate structure
to support the mounted weight.

Keep your T100 Hybrid/ T200 Hybrid
away from children, and avoid spilling or
touching the chemicals in the solution container.
Figure 5 & 6 shows the suggested mounting
area and dimensions of the T100 Hybrid and
T200 Hybrid, so you can calculate the area
you need for installation.
Figure 6A show the mating hole patterns for
the T200 Hybrid, see figure 6 for mounting
holes for the T100 Hybrid.

Fig. 6A
T100 Hybrid
T200 Hybrid

Figure 5
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INSTALLATION
Figure 6
T100 Hybrid

T200 Hybrid
T200 Hybrid

TYPICAL INSTALLATION
* Consult local code requirements for backflor prevention.

T100 Hybrid injector shown;
Plumbing patter similar for T200.

Although not shown, a hammer arrestor
is recommended immediately downstream
of this installation to protect plumbing
and equipment.

Fig. 2

A backflow preventor and other devices
may be required before installing, check
your local code requirements.
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Installation Cont...
Mounting Instructions
To mount your Hybrid Injector
1. Turn off water pressure
and drain water line.
2. Attach your injector to a
solid structure (e.g. a wall
or beam)
3. Use provided isolators
and nuts with flat washers
to mount your turbo in
place. Reference figures
5 & 6.
4. Install your injector directly in 2” or 3” pipeline
(depending on model) or
50mm or 76mm with
standard pipe fittings.
Your piping should meet
your local plumbing
codes.
104 micron filter is the
minimum requirement for
protecting against random
impurities. Filter size must
be large enough to accommodate flow and pressure
used.
5. Install the water supply to
the injector connector in
the direction of the water
flow (in figure 5 & 6, follow the arrows).
Refer to installation diagram cautions for plumbing
assistance check your local
code requirements.
• T100 Hybrid uses Isolators.
• T200 uses wall mounting
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OPERATION
Connecting the Solution Container
Your Hybrid injector handles water
flow from 20 to 100 gallons per minute for the T100 Hybrid or 40-200 for
the T200; use a big solution container
big enough to avoid filling the container often.
Hint:Calculate container size =
(max%solution)(flow/day)
=Recommended minimum container
size capacity.
Use only liquid solutions
Undissolved solution materials will clog and/or damage injector
(lower end).
To Connect Solution Container;
1. Fit suction fitting onto lower end
of your injector.
2. If you solution container has a
cover, insert suction tube filter
through the cover by drilling a
hole. Leave the cover on the container to prevent debris from entering the solution container. See figure 7
3. Fill the solution container enough
to cover the solution filter by at
least 2”, reference fig. 7.

Figure 7
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MAINTANANCE
General Maintenance
The unit has been designed and
built to inject liquid solutions with a
minimum of maintenance. However, solution being pumped by the
unit will leave deposits, residue and
precipitates that require attention to
provide maximum dependable service. The degree to which these
contaminants accumulate depends
on the solutions being pumped and
the water supply.
RINSE INJECTOR AFTER EACH
USE: Put suction tube into a 1qt.
(4L) Or more container of fresh
filtered water. Pull fresh water
through the injector by operating
until container is empty. Additive
allowed to remain in injector can
dry out and foul or damage lower
end at the next start up. This procedure is not needed for continuous
operation.
CLEAN SOLUTION
CONTAINER: Keep covered to
prevent dirt, flies, feathers, and
other flying debris from entering
container. Rinse container thoroughly and often. Do not mix
chemicals together that might react
and cause a precipitate. Use FILTERED WATER when filling container.

Use only Silicone grease. Using
petroleum-based lubricants, such
as Vaseline, baby oil and motor
oil on any parts of the injector
may damage the o-rings.
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MAINTANANCE Cont.
CLEAN INLET FILTER: Clean
or replace inlet filter as required to
increase the life of the unit as well
as reduce pressure loss.
SOLUTION FILTER SCREEN:
Inspect and clean each time new
solution is added. Clean as frequently as necessary by washing in
fresh water. Remove suction tube
and run water backwards through
the filter. Keep filter screen off
bottom of container to prevent dirt
and precipitate from clogging the
filter. Clogged filter will result in
damage to lower end piston & cylinder.
INSTALL ANTI SIPHON
VALVE:The water line to the unit
should have an anti-siphon valve
installed to prevent the full strength
of the chemical from siphoning into
the feed lines. Periodic inspection
to ensure sealing is suggested.
SHUT-OFF VALVE: Install the
unit as shown in Fig 5 & 6 and always control the unit using the
valve on the exiting water line.
LABELING WATER LINES:
Label all water lines, valves, and
connections with a warning that the
water supply contains a chemical
solution Example: “Do not drink
this water”.
MAINTAINING WATER LINE
PRESSURE: Install the injector in
a cold water line; between 32°F(0°
C) and 100°F(38°C) with a minimum water pressure of 15 psi/1.02
bar, and a maximum pressure of
120 psi/8.17 bar.
If you use a water flow greater
than the one recommended, you
may cause permanent damage to
you injector and void the warranty.
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MAINTANANCE Cont.
Replacing Wear Parts:
Replace wear parts once every
three to four months if you use
the injector frequently. To replace the parts, (refer to figures
10,11, 12, 13, 14 and 15)
1. Loosen clamp screw (#37).
2. Unscrew the lower end assembly and separate it from the
body of the injector. Set aside.

Bending the cylinder will damage
the shaft assembly.
3. Remove lower shaft #51 from
the upper shaft #52.(4ml or 2ml)
4. Replace the dosage piston #44
& #14 o ring..
5. Replace lower shaft #51 and
#22 o-ring.
6. Firmly lock lower shaft #51 into
place. (Screw until bottoms on
4ML)
Now that you are sure you installed
the wear parts correctly:
1. Reinstall the cylinder assembly.
2. Ensure that the #16 seal is correctly installed.
3. Tighten the inner cylinder &
tighten lockscrew #37.
To make sure the injector works
correctly after you replace the wear
parts, fill the injector by slowly
turning on the main water until the
suction tube is full of water. Follow procedures on page 13.
Reset ratio settings and
exact measure for critical
applications and for 4ML.
Reordering Parts:
To reorder parts for your injector
contact your local Dosmatic Distributor using the parts lists located
in this manual.
NOTE: Some components sold as
kits only.
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Technical Information
To start the injector, look at figure 6
and follow these steps:
1. Close the inlet and outlet valves.
2. Open the bypass valve.
3. Slowly open the main water supply
valve to release entrapped air, see
figure 6.
4. Open the inlet valve so that water
can enter and pressurize the T100
Hybrid or T200 Hybrid.
5. Close bypass & open the outlet
valve slowly!
Water will now flow through the injector and begin running.
Once the injector is running, check for
system leaks and correct if necessary.
To check for leaks, close the bypass
valves. Initially prime the suction/
solution lines at 30-40 psi/2.07-2.76
bar at 30-40 gpm/136.4-181.84 lpm.
The water from the solution container
should now go up the solution tube
and flow through the chemical injection tube of your injector.
NOTE: The 4ML& 2ML requires special priming technique.
Set the lower end adjuster to the
lowest ratio and allow 2 minutes for
purging of air in suction line. Once
primed, set ratio adjustment to desired
settings.
Tips for Chemical Mixing: See instructions on your chemical packaging, visit www.dosmatic.com or call
us at 972-245-9765 to speak with a
technician.

ADJUSTING RATIO SETTINGS
If you use improper injection ratios,
you may harm yourself, your injector and property!
To adjust ratio settings, rotate the adjuster sleeve until the white line in the
window aligns with the setting printed
on the ratio adjuster sleeve.
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Technical Information Cont...
Numbers appear on the left and right sides
of the adjuster. The right-hand column
lists an injection percentage, and the lefthand column gives the ratio of the solution
that you want to inject to water passing
through the unit.
When determining the setting for your ratio adjuster, always use common units of
measure for both the chemical solution
and water. E.g., gallons to gallons or milliliters to milliliters.

For critical applications, an exact measurement should be performed. The unit
will repeat this dosage to the
specifications provided.

We recommend the 4ML and 2ML unit
be exactly measured to insure exact
dosage.
STORING YOUR INJECTOR
To store the T100 Hybrid or T200 Hybrid,
1. Rinse the lower end with fresh water.
2. Remove your injector from the water
line.
3. Remove and clean the lower end assembly.
4. Store your injector and the lower end
submersed in a suitable container of
mildly-chlorinated water to prevent
the interior
parts from drying.

Protect your injector from freezing
temperature and take it offline during
winter storms.
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* part #’s subject to change.

T100 Hybrid Body

REPAIR PARTS

SEE FOLLOWING PAGE FOR PARTS LIST

Figure 8

T100 HYBRID BODY PARTS LIST
REF. NO.

PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

1

024051

Label, hybrid T100

2

011996

Cover Assembly Hybrid Turbo

197301

A120 Cover, Molded

3

197033

Pin, Dowel Cover HiFlow

4

197045

Screw Cap - 3/8

5

197401

Gasket, T100

6

197303

A120 Cover, Intermediate

7

197004

Bearing, 6202 Hybrid, SS

8

212158E

O-ring T100 Body

9

197102

Body, Machined, T100 Hybrid

10

197209

Impeller Assy, T100 Hybrid

197405

Gear Impeller with machining

197103

Shaft, Gear, T100-DD

197308

Seal, Wiper A A120 (G-3)

197309

Seal, Wiper B A120 (G-3)
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197001

Base, Machined, T100-T200

12

011993

Isolator Kit

197014

10 x 1.5 mm, ss locknut w/nylon insert

197015

ss flatwasher, 10 mm

197013

Neoprene Rubber Isolator
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212010E

O-Ring Lwr Shaft 10

14

197145

Modified Screw Cap 3/8

15

195217

pph screw #4-40unc, 1/4" long, 316ss

16

011924

Crank Arm Assy Plastic

17

197119

plastic wrist pin

18

197010

Bearing, SR4C

19

197165

Upper Shaft, Hybrid, Plastic

20

011925

Conn Rod w/brgs Hybrid Plastic

197108

Top Crank Arm, Plastic

197107

Conn. Rod Shaft 1/4"

197047

brg 1/4id x 5/16od x 3/8 lg bronze sae 660 sleeve

197106
197105

Conn. Rod, Turbo, Plastic
Bottom Crank Arm, Plastic

15
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* part #’s subject to change.

T200 Hybrid Body

REPAIR PARTS

SEE FOLLOWING PAGE FOR PARTS LIST

Figure 9A

T200 HYBRID BODY PARTS LIST
REF. NO.

PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

1

024052

Label, hybrid T200

2

011996

Cover Assembly Hybrid Turbo

197301

A120 Cover, Molded

3

197033

Pin, Dowel Cover HiFlow

4

197045

Screw Cap - 3/8

5

197401

Gasket, T100

6

197303

A120 Cover, Intermediate

7

197004

Bearing, 6202 Hybrid, SS

8

212158E

O-ring T100 Body

9

197002

Body, Machined, T200 Hybrid

10

197210

Impeller Assy, T200 Hybrid

197405

Gear Impeller with machining

197003

Shaft, Gear, T200-DD

197308

Seal, Wiper A A120 (G-3)

197309

Seal, Wiper B A120 (G-3)

11

197001

Base, Machined, T100-T200

12

212010E

O-Ring Lwr Shaft 10

13

197145

Modified Screw Cap 3/8

14

195217

pph screw #4-40unc, 1/4" long, 316ss

15

011924

Crank Arm Assy Plastic

16

011925

Conn Rod w/brgs Hybrid Plastic

197108

Top Crank Arm, Plastic

197107

Conn. Rod Shaft 1/4"

197047

brg 1/4id x 5/16od x 3/8 lg bronze sae 660 sleeve

197106

Conn. Rod, Turbo, Plastic

197105

Bottom Crank Arm, Plastic

197010

Bearing, SR4C

17

197119

plastic wrist pin

18

197010

Bearing, SR4C

19

197165

Upper Shaft, Hybrid, Plastic
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T100 Hybrid & T200 Hybrid Components

Figure 9B

Wear Parts Kits
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T100 Hybrid 4ML

LOWER END INJECTOR PARTS

* part #’s subject to change.

Figure 10
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LOWER END INJECTOR PARTS

T100 Hybrid .5 %

* part #’s subject to change.

Figure 11
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LOWER END INJECTOR PARTS

T100 Hybrid 1%

* part #’s subject to change.

Figure 12
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LOWER END INJECTOR PARTS

T200 Hybrid 2ML

* part #’s subject to change.

Figure 13
22

LOWER END INJECTOR PARTS

T200 Hybrid .25%

* part #’s subject to change.

Figure 14
23

LOWER END INJECTOR PARTS

T200 Hybrid .5%

* part #’s subject to change.

Figure 15
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THE DOSMATIC WARRANTY:
We believe that we make the best and most reliable water-driven injectors available. Therefore, our
warranty reflects our confidence; we will back our units with the best guarantee available.
Dosmatic will provide for replacement of all parts proven to be defective in material or workmanship
from the date of purchase for the following time periods: In the United States and Canada All Other
3 years – The lower end are warranted to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for
THREE YEARS from date of purchase, or we’ll replace them free of charge.
2 years – The water motor & motor shafts is warranted to be free from defects in materials and
workmanship for TWO YEARS from date of purchase, or we’ll replace it free of charge. Excluding
wear parts such removable lips, o-rings, and ball bearings.
1 year – The body components is guaranteed for ONE YEAR, or we’ll replace it free of charge.
Your only responsibility is ordinary maintenance – proper filtration of incoming water and solution.
Replacing the O-ring and plastic dosage piston, motor wear items such as wiper seals & bearings
and crank arm bearings when worn.*
2. Return the unit to the distributor or to Dosmatic’s manufacturing facility, freight prepaid. Upon inspection, the unit will be repaired or replaced, at Dosmatic’s option, free of charge, if found to be defective in material or workmanship and will be returned freight prepaid.
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DOSMATIC LOCATIONS:

Part # 013210
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